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Founded in 2015, Dux Ducis Technology Co., Limited engages in the research, design, manufacturing and sales 

of 3C accessory products. With factory size up to 3000 square meters and more than 100 employees, Dux Ducis 

has professional R&D teams and high-standard quality control system. Besides, Dux Ducis has developed plenty 

of patents and production technologies to providing customers best OEM/ODM services.  

With “Fashion, Innovation, Convenience” as core design philosophy, Dux Ducis has developed many new 

products since foundation and become one of the leading brands in 3C accessory industry, especially in the 

segment of mobile phone, tablet and laptop cases. So far, Dux Ducis has sold products to more than 100 

countries or regions. 

In the future, Dux Ducis will insist on R&D investment and strive for developing more and more creative and 

excellent products for customers and thus helping more people achieving high-quality life. 
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PHONE CASE
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板式1
图片有文字

Aimo Series Magnetic Case

Material: TPU+PC+Magnet

Features: Frosted back panel with flowing line texture; 
              Precision holes for full lens protection;
              Wear-resistant and drop-proof;
              Anti-fingerprint, comfortable to hold;
              Support magnetic charging.
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Aimo Series Magnetic Stand Case

Material: TPU+PC+Magnet+Aluminum Alloy

Features: Frosted back panel with flowing line texture; 
              Precision holes for full lens protection;
              Wear-resistant and drop-proof;
              Anti-fingerprint, comfortable to hold;
              Support magnetic charging;
              Folding mobile phone stand, can support mobile phone
              horizontally/vertically.          
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Aimo Series Non-Magnetic Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Frosted back panel with flowing line texture; 
              Precision holes for full lens protection;
              Wear-resistant and drop-proof;
              Anti-fingerprint, comfortable to hold.
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Clin Series Magnetic Case

Material: TPU+PC+Magnet

Features: Made of high-quality Bayer raw materials;
              Clear and translucent, resistant to yellowing;
              Four-corner drop-proof airbags;
              Anti-fingerprint, comfortable to hold;
              Support magnetic charging.
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Rafi II Series Magnetic Stand Case

Material: TPU+PC+Stainless Steel+Magnet

Features: Double card pocket design, the inner card pocket has 
               RFID-blocking function;
               Wear-resistant and drop-proof;
               Anti-slip frame, comfortable to hold;
               Support magnetic charging;
               Folding mobile phone stand, can support mobile phone
               horizontally/vertically.
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Skin Pro Series Folio Case

Material: PU+TPU

Features: Simple style, silky PU leather, comfortable to touch;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for mobile phone;
              Built-in single card pocket;
              Can be used as a mobile phone stand.
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Skin X Pro Series Folio Case

Material: PU+TPU+PC+Magnet

Features: Simple style, delicate PU leather;
              Transparent back panel;
              Anti-fingerprint, resistant to yellowing;
              Double card pocket design with RFID-blocking function;
              Magnetic closure;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for mobile phone;
              Support magnetic charging.
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Skin X Pro Series Folio Stand Case

Material: PU+TPU+PC+Magnet+Aluminum Alloy

Features: Simple style, delicate PU leather;
              Transparent back panel;
              Anti-fingerprint, resistant to yellowing;
              Double card pocket design with RFID-blocking function;
              Magnetic closure;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for mobile phone;
              Support magnetic charging;
              Folding mobile phone stand, can support mobile phone
              horizontally/vertically.
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Bril Series Folding Folio Case 

Material: PU+PC

Features: One-piece design;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for mobile phone;
              Does not affect the folding of mobile phone;
              Stylish design, delicate feel.
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Bril Series Folding Folio Case

Material: PU+PC

Features: One-piece design;
               Provide 360° comprehensive protection for mobile phone;
               Does not affect the folding of mobile phone;
               Magnetic closure;
               Can be used as a mobile phone stand.
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Hivo Series Real Leather Folio Case

Material: Cowhide+PU+TPU

Features: Genuine leather, comfortable to the touch;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for mobile phone;
              Built-in dual card pockets, both with RFID-blocking function;
              Magnetic closure;
              Can be used as a mobile phone stand.
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TABLET CASE
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Unid Series Tri-fold Case

Material: PU+TPU+PC

Features: Made of high-quality solvent-free PU leather;
              Scratch-resistant and wear-resistant;
              Anti-fingerprint, delicate to touch;
              Transparent back panel, resistant to yellowing;
              Built-in pen holder;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for tablet;
              Magnetic closure;
              With automatic wake/sleep function;
              Can be used as a tablet stand to support the tablet horizontally.

板式1
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Material: PU+TPU+PC

Features: Silky leather, light and thin design;
              Scratch-resistant and wear-resistant;
              Anti-fingerprint, delicate to touch;
              Transparent back panel, resistant to yellowing;
              Built-in pen holder;
              Magnetic closure;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for tablet;
              With automatic wake/sleep function;
              Can be used as a tablet stand to support the tablet horizontally.

板式1
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Toby Series Tri-fold Case
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Material: PU+TPU+PC
Features: The front cover is removable and the back cover can be used  
               separately;
               Scratch-resistant, wear-resistant, anti-fingerprint;
               Transparent back panel, resistant to yellowing;
               Built-in pen holder;
               Magnetic closure
               Provide 360° comprehensive protection for tablet;
               With automatic wake/sleep function;
               There are six support methods to support the tablet
               horizontally/vertically

板式1
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Magi Series Multi-angle Stand Case
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Material: PU+TPU

Features: Leather is scratch-resistant and wear-resistant, anti-fingerprint;
              Built-in pen holder;
              Magnetic closure;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for tablet;
              With automatic wake/sleep function;
              Can be used as a tablet stand to support the tablet horizontally.

板式1
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Domo Series Tri-fold Case
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Material: EVA

Features: Cartoon image, specially designed for children;
              Environmentally friendly EVA material, safe and non-toxic;
              Scratch-resistant, wear-resistant, anti-fingerprint, washable;
              Flexible material, easy to install the remove the tablet;
              Very light, children can lift it with one hand;
              Optional shoulder strap;
              Provide 360° comprehensive protection for tablet;
              With pen holder;
              Can be used as a tablet stand to support the tablet horizontally.

板式1
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Panda Series Kids Case
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TABLET 
PERIPHERALS
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CK Series Transparent Keyboard

Material: Acrylic

Features: Scissor structure keys, comfortable to type;
              Colorful LED backlight breathing light, very cool;
              Thin, light and portable;
              Real-time display of battery power;
              Can connect to three devices at the same time via Bluetooth
              and switch easily with one click.

板式1
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DK Series Magnetic Keyboard Case

Material: PU+TPU

Features: Scissor structure keys, comfortable to type;
              It is both a keyboard and a protective case, thet are magnetically
              connected and can be detached;
              Built-in pen holder;
              Four stand modes, can support the tablet horizontally/vertically;
              Bracket angle adjustable;
              Built-in touchpad supports touch gestures.
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MK Series Magnetic Keyboard

Material: PU

Features: Scissor structure keys, comfortable to type;
              Both a keyboard and a protective case;
              Suspended to support tablet;
              Bracket angle adjustable;
              Built-in touchpad supports touch gestures;
              Colorful LED backlight breathing light, very cool.

板式1
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OK Series Multi-function Keyboard

Material: PU+aluminum alloy

Features: Scissor structure keys, comfortable to type;
              Comes with removable keyboard cover;
              The protective cover can be folded up to serve as a mobile
              phone/tablet stand;
              Thin, light and portable;
              Built-in foldable touchpad supports touch gestures;
              Can connect to three devices at the same time via Bluetooth
              and switch easily with one click.
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TK Series Keyboard Protective Case

Material: PU+TPU+ABS

Features: Scissor structure keys, comfortable to type;
               It is both a keyboard and a protective case. The two are
               magnetically connected and can be detached;
               The protective cover can be used as a tablet stand, and the
               angle of the stand is adjustable;
               Built-in touchpad supports touch gestures.
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SP-02 Digital Display Stylus Pen

Material: Aluminum alloy pen body + POM plastic pen tip

Features: The pen body displays battery power in real time;
               No need to connect to Bluetooth, just touch the switch and
               it’s ready to use;
               Tilt pressure sensitivity allows you to draw thick and thin lines;
               Full screen anti-accidental touch;
               POM wear-resistant pen tip will not damage the screen;
               Can be adsorbed on iPad;
               Compatible with a wide range of iPad models.
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SP-04 Transparent Stylus Pen

Material: Acrylic pen body + POM plastic pen tip

Features: Real-time display of stylus pen power on iPad via Bluetooth
               connection;
               Metal induction ring, touch-activated, ready to use;
               Tilt pressure sensitivity allows you to draw thick and thin lines;
               Full screen anti-accidental touch;
               POM wear-resistant pen tip will not damage the screen;
               Can be adsorbed on iPad for magnetic charging;
               Compatible with a wide range of iPad models.
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SP-05 Magnetic Charge Stylus Pen

Material: Aluminum alloy pen body + POM plastic pen tip

Features: The pen body displays battery power in real time;
               No need to connect to Bluetooth, just touch the switch and
               it’s ready to use;
               Tilt pressure sensitivity allows you to draw thick and thin lines;
               Full screen anti-accidental touch;
               POM wear-resistant pen tip will not damage the screen;
               Can be adsorbed on iPad for magnetic charging;
               Compatible with a wide range of iPad models.
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LAPTOP ACCESSORIES
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LBJB Series Shoulder Laptop Bag
Material: polyester + crystal velvet
Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining is soft;
              Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
              compression-resistant;
              360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
              Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
              Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
              Lightweight and portable;
              Large capacity, separate compartment design, can store laptops and
              respective accessories;
              Can be carried on one shoulder, carried by hand, or buckled on the
              suitcase trolley.

板式1
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LBJC Series Shoulder Laptop Bag
Material: polyester + crystal velvet
Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining is soft;
              Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
              compression-resistant;
              360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
              Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
              Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
              Lightweight and portable;
              Large capacity, separate compartment design, can store laptops and
              respective accessories;
              Can be carried on one shoulder, carried by hand, or buckled on the
              suitcase trolley.

板式1
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LBTA Series Horizontal Laptop Handbag

Material: polyester + crystal velvet
Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining
               is soft;
               Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
               compression-resistant;
               360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
               Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
               Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
               Lightweight and portable;
               Large capacity, separate compartment design, can store laptops
               and respective accessories.

板式1
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LBTA Series Horizontal Laptop Handbag

Material: polyester + crystal velvet
Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining
               is soft;
               Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
               compression-resistant;
               360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
               Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
               Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
               Lightweight and portable;
               Large capacity, separate compartment design, can store laptops
               and respective accessories.

板式1
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LBTC Series Horizontal Laptop Handbag

Material: polyester + crystal velvet
Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining
               is soft;
               Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
               compression-resistant;
               360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
               Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
               Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
               Lightweight and portable;
               Large capacity, separate compartment design, can store laptops
               and respective accessories.
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LBTD Series Horizontal Laptop Handbag

Material: polyester + crystal velvet
Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining
               is soft;
               Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
               compression-resistant;
               360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
               Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
               Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
               Lightweight and portable;
               Large capacity, separate compartment design, can store laptops
               and respective accessories.
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LBDA Series Laptop Sleeve 

Material: polyester + crystal velvet

Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining
               is soft;
               Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
               compression-resistant;
               360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
               Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
               Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
               Lightweight and portable.
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LBDB Series Horizontal Laptop Sleeve 

Material: polyester + crystal velvet

Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining
               is soft;
               Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
               compression-resistant;
               360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
               Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
               Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
               Lightweight and portable.
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LBDC Series Vertical Laptop Sleeve 

Material: polyester + crystal velvet

Features: The fabric is wear-resistant and scratch-resistant, and the lining
               is soft;
               Built-in pearl cotton compartment, shock-absorbing and
               compression-resistant;
               360° comprehensive protection for laptop;
               Fabric is splash-proof and resists water penetration;
               Double zipper pullers, smooth and easy to pull;
               Lightweight and portable.
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LENO Series Detachable Laptop Privacy Film

Material: PET

Features: 30° anti-peep, high-definition visible from the front, invisible
               from both sides;
               Nano glue-free adsorption, no damage to laptop screen
               coating;
               Automatic adsorption without bubbles, easy to remove;
               0.35mm thickness, does not affect the closure of the laptop;
               Washable and reusable.

板式1
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LCGH Series Laptop Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Seamless fit, 360° full protection;
              Anti-scratch and wear-resistant, anti-fingerprint;
              Does not affect the opening and closing of the laptop;
              Thin, light and portable;
              Micro clip design, disassembly and assembly without damaging
              the machine;
              With heat dissipation holes on the bottom;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect the normal use
              of the laptop.
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LCGM Series Laptop Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Seamless fit, 360° full protection;
              Anti-scratch and wear-resistant, anti-fingerprint;
              Does not affect the opening and closing of the laptop;
              Thin, light and portable;
              Micro clip design, disassembly and assembly without damaging
              the machine;
              With heat dissipation holes on the bottom;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect the normal use
              of the laptop.
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CM Series Transparent Mouse

Material: ABS+PC

Features: Bluetooth + 2.4G dual-mode wireless mouse;
               Can connect two devices at the same time and switch with one click;
               Mute button;
               Ergonomic design, fits the palm of your hand;
               Widely compatible with multiple operating systems;
               Colorful backlight breathing light, switch colors with one click;
               Built-in USB adapter;
               Fast movement, accurate positioning.
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X-Shaped Laptop Stand

Material: aluminum alloy + silicone

Features: Five levels of height adjustable;
              Suspended open design facilitates heat dissipation;
              Large area of silicone, no damage to the device;
              Widely compatible with laptops and tablets up to 17.3 inches;
              Can be folded and easy to carry.

板式1
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WATCH CASES 
& BANDS
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BL Series Magnetic Chain Loop Strap

Material: cloth+magnet+PC+stainless steel

Features: Magnetic design, easy to take off and wear;
              High-density twill weave fabric;
              Soft, breathable and durable;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Can be washed and reused.
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Business Series Real Leather Strap

Material: cowhide + stainless steel

Features: Native cowhide, fine leather, natural color;
              "Saddle stitch" hand stitching;
              Rust-resistant and corrosion-resistant stainless steel buckle;
              Soft, breathable and durable;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble.

板式1
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GS Series Double-layer Braided Loop Strap

Material: polyester fiber + stainless steel

Features: Double-layer woven breathable fabric;
               Soft and skin-friendly, wearable for a long time without 
               getting tired;
               Rust-resistant and corrosion-resistant 6-shaped stainless steel
               buckle;
               Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble.
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LD Series Magnetic Strap

Material: silicone + magnet

Features: Magnetic design, easy to take off and wear;
              Elastic silicone, not tight on skin, moderate tightness;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Can be washed and reused.
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Milanese Pro Series Stainless Steel Magnetic Strap

Material: stainless steel + magnet

Features: Magnetic design, easy to take off and wear;
              High density and high corrosion resistance SUS444 stainless steel;
              NP+CP double-layer coating, more scratch-resistant;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Refreshing, breathable and comfortable to wear.
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Milanese Series Stainless Steel Magnetic Strap

Material: stainless steel + magnet

Features: Magnetic design, easy to take off and wear;
              Made of precision stainless steel;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Refreshing, breathable and comfortable to wear.

板式1
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Mixture II Series Nylon Braided Strap 

Material: stainless steel + nylon

Features: Highly elastic nylon yarn fabric;
              Light and weightless;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Refreshing, breathable and comfortable to wear.

板式1
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Mixture Pro Series Nylon Magnetic Strap

Material: stainless steel + nylon + magnet

Features: Highly elastic nylon yarn fabric;
               Light and weightless;
               Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
               Refreshing, breathable and comfortable to wear;
               Magnetic buckle, easy to take off and wear.
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OceanWave Series Silicone Strap

Material: stainless steel + silicone

Features: Light and weightless;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Refreshing, breathable and comfortable to wear;
              Washable and reusable.
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YA Series Genuine Leather Magnetic Strap

Material: cowhide + stainless steel + magnet

Features: Delicate leather, natural color;
              "Saddle stitch" hand stitching;
               Magnetic buckle, easy to take off and wear;
               Soft, breathable and durable;
               Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble.
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YJ Series Nylon Velcro Strap

Material: stainless steel + nylon

Features: Highly elastic nylon yarn fabric;
               Light and weightless;
               Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble;
               Refreshing, breathable and comfortable to wear;
               Velcro buckle, easy to take off and put on.
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YS Series Genuine Leather Strap

Material: cowhide + stainless steel

Features: Delicate leather, natural color;
              "Saddle stitch" hand stitching;
              Soft, breathable and durable;
              Snap-on interface, easy to disassemble and assemble.
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OA Series One-Piece Magnetic Silicone Strap

Material: TPU+silicon+magnet

Features: Magnetic design, easy to take off and wear;
              Integrated design provides comprehensive protection for the watch;
              Soft silicone, comfortable and durable;
              TPU watch case, disassembly and assembly will not damage the
              watch;
              Can be washed and reused.
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Bamo Series Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Ring-shaped four corners fully covered, wear-resistant and
               scratch-resistant;
               The hole position is precise and does not affect the daily use
               of the watch;
               There is no need to remove the protective case when
               disassembling the watch strap;
               The back is hollow, which does not affect wireless magnetic
               charging;
               Easy installation.
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Tamo Series Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Ring-shaped four corners fully covered, wear-resistant and
               scratch-resistant;
               The hole position is precise and does not affect the daily use
               of the watch;
               There is no need to remove the protective case when
               disassembling the watch strap;
               The back is hollow, which does not affect wireless magnetic
               charging;
               Easy installation.
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Hamo Series Electroplated PC Hard Case

Material: PC
Features: Electroplating process, fashionable and gorgeous;
              360° all-inclusive protection;
              Transparent cover with sensitive touch operation;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect the daily use
              of the watch;
              There is no need to remove the protective case when
              disassembling the watch strap;
              The back is hollow, which does not affect wireless magnetic 
              charging;
              Easy installation.
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Hamo Series Electroplated TPU Soft Case

Material:  TPU
Features: Electroplating process, fashionable and gorgeous;
              360° all-inclusive protection;
              Transparent cover with sensitive touch operation;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect the daily use
              of the watch;
              There is no need to remove the protective case when
              disassembling the watch strap;
              The back is hollow, which does not affect wireless magnetic 
              charging;
              Easy installation.
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Eapa Series Tempered Glass Screen Protector

Material: high alumina tempered glass

Features: 9H hardness, explosion-proof and wear-resistant;
               Full screen coverage to the edge for full protection;
               Nano-oleophobic coating, sensitive touch, anti-fingerprint;
               Full screen HD view;
               Comes with installation auxiliary tools, easy to install.
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Flas Series Screen Protector With Metal Frame

Material: high alumina tempered glass + aluminum alloy

Features: Fashionable and gorgeous aluminum alloy frame;
              9H hardness, explosion-proof and wear-resistant;
              Full screen coverage to the edge for full protection;
              Nano-oleophobic coating, sensitive touch, anti-fingerprint;
              Full screen HD view;
              Easy installation.
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Pmma Series Composite Soft Screen Protector

Material: TPE+PMMA

Features: Pmma composite material, high toughness, impact resistance;
              Full screen coverage to the edge for full protection;
              Nano-oleophobic coating, sensitive touch, anti-fingerprint;
              Full screen HD view;
              Comes with installation auxiliary tools, easy to install.
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TWS CASE
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PECA Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECB Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECC Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECD Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECE Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECF Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECG Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECH Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECI Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECJ Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECK Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECL Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECM Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECN Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PECO Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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PLEN Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Stylish lanyard, easy to carry.
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SECA Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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SECB Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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SECC Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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SECD Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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SECE Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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SECF Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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SECG Series TWS Protective Case

Material: TPU+PC

Features: Full protection for TWS earbuds, anti-fall and wear-resistant;
              Comfortable in hand;
              Pop-on switch;
              Open and close freely without affecting Bluetooth connection;
              The hole position is precise and does not affect wired charging
              and wireless charging;
              Split design, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Metal hook, easy to carry.
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SCREEN PROTECTORS
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Tempered Glass Screen Protector 
for Mobile Phone
Material: Aluminum tempered glass

Features: 9H hardness, explosion-proof and wear-resistant;
               Full screen coverage to the edge for more comprehensive
               protection;
               Nano-oleophobic coating, sensitive touch, anti-fingerprint;
               Full screen HD view;
               Automatic exhaust, easy installation.
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Tempered Glass Privacy Film for 
Mobile Phone
Material: high alumina tempered glass

Features: 30° anti-peep, high-definition visible from the front, invisible
               from both sides;
               9H hardness, explosion-proof and wear-resistant;
               Full screen coverage to the edge for more comprehensive
               protection;
               Nano-oleophobic coating, sensitive touch, anti-fingerprint;
               Automatic exhaust, easy installation.
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NAAD Series Removable Paper-
Like Film
Material: PET

Features: Micro-matte surface, real paper writing experience;
               Nano glue-free adsorption, no damage to the screen coating;
               Automatic adsorption without bubbles, easy disassembly and
               assembly;
               Fits the screen tightly without slipping or shifting;
               Washable and reusable.
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Tempered Glass Screen Protector 
for Tablet
Material: Aluminum tempered glass

Features: 9H hardness, explosion-proof and wear-resistant;
               Full screen coverage to the edge for more comprehensive
               protection;
               Nano-oleophobic coating, sensitive touch, anti-fingerprint;
               Full screen HD view;
               Automatic exhaust, easy installation.
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OTHER ACCESSORIES
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ES Series Mobile Phone Stand

Material: aluminum alloy + silicone

Features: 180° height adjustable, 360° rotatable;
               Large area of silicone, no damage to the device;
               Widely compatible with mobile phones and tablets within 9 inches;
               Can be folded and easy to carry.
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Z-Shaped Mobile Phone Stand

Material: aluminum alloy + silicone

Features: Two heights adjustable, 360° angle adjustable;
               Dual shaft design;
               Aviation grade aluminum alloy;
               Large area of silicone, no damage to the device;
               Widely compatible with mobile phones of all sizes;
               Can be folded and easy to carry.
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Magnetic Card Holder Wallet

Material: PU+magnet

Features: With MagSafe magnetic suction function;
               Can be used as a mobile phone stand to support mobile
               phones horizontally/vertically;
               It can hold three cards;
               Delicate PU leather and comfortable to touch.
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Magnetic Card Holder Wallet

Material: PU+magnet

Features: With MagSafe magnetic suction function;
               There is a card slot for inserting two cards;
               Drawstring design makes it easy to pull out cards;
               Delicate PU leather and comfortable to touch.
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AirTag Protective Case (4 Pack)

Material: TPU+stainless steel

Features: Frosted TPU, stain-resistant and durable;
              Soft material, easy to disassemble and assemble;
              Washable and reusable;
              Not easily deformed;
              Comes with hook for easy portability;
              Perfectly adapted to AirTag, does not affect signal transmission.
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